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ABSTRACT: 8-Oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (OG) is the most
common base damage found in cells, where it resides in many
structural contexts, including the nucleotide pool, single-
stranded DNA at transcription forks and replication bubbles,
and duplex DNA base-paired with either adenine (A) or
cytosine (C). OG is prone to further oxidation to the highly
mutagenic hydantoin products spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp)
and 5-guanidinohydantoin (Gh) in a sharply pH-dependent
fashion within nucleosides. In the present work, studies were
conducted to determine how the structural context affects OG oxidation to the hydantoins. These studies revealed a trend in
which the Sp yield was greatest in unencumbered contexts, such as nucleosides, while the Gh yield increased in
oligodeoxynucleotide (ODN) contexts or at reduced pH. Oxidation of oligomers containing hydrogen-bond modulators (2,6-
diaminopurine, N4-ethylcytidine) or alteration of the reaction conditions (pH, temperature, and salt) identify base stacking,
electrostatics, and base pairing as the drivers of the key intermediate 5-hydroxy-8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (5-HO-OG)
partitioning along the two hydantoin pathways, allowing us to propose a mechanism for the observed base-pairing effects.
Moreover, these structural effects cause an increase in the effective pKa of 5-HO-OG, following an increasing trend from 5.7 in
nucleosides to 7.7 in a duplex bearing an OG·C base pair, which supports the context-dependent product yields. The high yield
of Gh in ODNs underscores the importance of further study on this lesion. The structural context of OG also determined its
relative reactivity toward oxidation, for which the OG·A base pair is ∼2.5-fold more reactive than an OG·C base pair, and with
the weak one-electron oxidant ferricyanide, the OG nucleoside reactivity is >6000-fold greater than that of OG·C in a duplex,
leading to the conclusion that OG in the nucleoside pool should act as a protective agent for OG in the genome.

■ INTRODUCTION
Chemical modification of the genome occurs with many possible
outcomes in which oxidation of DNA bases by the reactions
associated with oxidative stress and inflammation is deleterious.1−3

Inflammation and oxidative stress have been linked to neurological
disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease,4 amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis,5 aging processes,6,7 and the initiation and propagation
of some cancers.3,8 Oxidative stress can be initiated by electron-
deficient species (HO•, O2

•−) derived from the incomplete
reduction of O2 to H2O in mitochondria, or from the further
reactions that occur when NO is released during inflamma-
tion.9−11 These reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive
nitrogen species (RNS) are initiators of oxidation and deamination
of the nucleic acid bases, potentially leading to mutagenesis if not
repaired.12−16

The nucleobase guanine (G) has the lowest one-electron
redox potential and is the dominant site for oxidation within
DNA.17 Studies concerning the oxidation of G in nucleoside
and DNA contexts provide a wide spectrum of products that
are oxidant and reaction context dependent.16,18−21 Earlier
oxidation studies with G nucleoside, effected by ionizing
radiation or Fenton chemistry (HO•), led to the identification
of 2,5-diaminoimidazolone (Iz) and its hydrolysis product

2,2,4-triamino-2H-oxazol-5-one (Z) as the major nucleoside
product; 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formamido-guanine
(Fapy·G) was the major double-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide
(dsODN) product observed under anaerobic reducing
conditions, and 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine (OG) was the
major product observed under aerobic oxidizing conditions
(Scheme 1).19,22−26 These experimental observations suggest
that reaction context (i.e., nucleoside vs dsODN), in addition
to reaction conditions, alters the product distributions by
affecting the stability of G oxidation intermediates. The one-
electron oxidation of G yields a radical cation (G•+) with a pKa
of ∼3.9 (N1 proton), which at pH 7 in the nucleoside context
rapidly deprotonates to the neutral G•. Within dsODN, the
base-pairing of G to C effectively traps the acidic proton in the
base pair, causing the intermediate radical to retain more
cationic character.27 Therefore, nucleoside G oxidation
products are dictated by the reactivity of G• leading to Iz/Z,
whereas in dsODNs, G oxidation products may result from G•+,
yielding Fapy·G and OG.19,28−33 Quantification of G oxidation
products from genomic DNA consistently shows higher
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concentrations of OG than Fapy·G or Z, in which the typical
concentrations of OG in uncompromised cells is ∼1 OG in 106

bases.34,35 These observations taken in their entirety suggest
that G oxidation to OG is the major oxidation pathway for
genomic DNA in vivo.35−40

In duplex DNA, OG can form three hydrogen bonds with
cytosine (C) or two hydrogen bonds with adenine (A) (Figure 1).

The OG·A base pair is formed after rotation about the glycosidic
bond to the syn conformation, thereby relieving the steric
repulsion created in the OG·C base pair by the 8-oxo group with
the C4′ oxygen of the same nucleotide, although the rotation
introduces a minor distortion into the phosphate backbone.41−43

The relevance of OG within the genome is highlighted by the
evolution of a repair system for removal of OG, which follows two
different pathways depending on the base opposite OG to ensure
accurate repair to the correct G·C base pair.44,45 The ability of OG
to base-pair with A ultimately leads to a transversion mutation
(G→T) after a replication/transcription event occurs in the
absence of repair, thus providing a chemical mechanism for the
mutagenic properties of OG.46,47

The further oxidation of OG is more facile than that of G, due
to its ∼600 mV lower redox potential, making it a “hot spot” for
additional oxidative damage leading to mutagenesis.48 OG
nucleoside oxidation studies with ONOO− 49 or HCO3

•/CO3
•−,

•NO2,
50,51 riboflavin,52 HOCl,53 chromate,54 Na2IrCl6,

55 K3Fe-
(CN)6,

55 CoCl2/KHSO5,
55 and Cu(II)/H2O2/reductant

56,57

produce a high yield of spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp) at neutral
pH. When the pH is decreased to ∼6, or OG is oxidized in
dsODNs, the major product observed is 5-guanidinohydantoin
(Gh).49,52,58−61 The difference in Sp and Gh yield has been
attributed to their common reaction intermediate, 5-HO-OG,
whose protonation state is proposed to determine partitioning

along the two hydantoin pathways (Scheme 1).62,63 Specifically,
the 5-HO-OG nucleoside has a measured pKa of ∼5.8 for N1,
such that under acidic reaction conditions the protonated
guanidinium group initiates the first step down the Gh pathway,
whereas under neutral reaction conditions N1 is not protonated,
leading to a 1,2-acyl migration providing Sp.49,62

The high plasticity of the reaction surface with respect to pH,
oxidant type, and structural context underscores the need to
understand the reactivity of OG in different reaction environments
as a basis for predicting the molecular outcome of oxidative stress
in the cell. Moreover, Sp and Gh are highly mutagenic, leading to
transversion mutations (G→T and G→C).64 These hydantoins
also behave differently with respect to their repair by hNEIL1.65,66

Although Sp has been the focus of many studies, Gh has received
less attention despite initial evidence suggesting it is the principal
product of OG oxidation in dsDNA. In this study, product
distributions of OG oxidation were measured in nucleoside,
nucleotide, and single- and double-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide
(ssODN and dsODN) contexts with the oxidants K3Fe(CN)6,
Na2IrCl6, and ONOO−/HCO3

−. Within the dsODN context,
product distributions were measured for OG base-paired opposite
C, A, and an abasic site. These studies provide insight into the
products that would be anticipated when OG is oxidized in
relevant contexts that could be the source of mutations. Also, the
effect of structural context on the relative reactivity of OG toward
oxidation was determined. The data reveal a high dependency of
both overall reactivity and product outcome on the structural
context. Additionally, a dramatic effect of apparent pH is observed
in the microenvironment of N1 of OG in various base-pairing
contexts.

■ RESULTS
1. Experimental Design. Oxidation of 10.0 μM solutions

of OG was initially compared in nucleoside, nucleotide, and ss-
or dsODN contexts. Within the dsODN context, OG
oxidations for the base opposite C, A, or an abasic site
analogue (F, a stable THF analogue) in the sequence contexts
of flanking pyrimidines (5′-COT-3′) vs flanking purines (5′-
GOA-3′) were evaluated (Figure 2). Note that in the text, the

dsODN duplexes are referred by the OG base pair of in-
terest (e.g., OG·C denotes the dsODN bearing an OG·C base
pair), and that in sequences, OG is denoted simply as “O”.

Scheme 1. Guanine Oxidation Pathways

Figure 1. Base-pairing schemes for the OG(anti)·C(anti) and
OG(syn)·A(anti) base pairs.

Figure 2. 18-mer ODN sequences utilized to study context effects on
OG oxidation to hydantoin products. In these sequences O = OG and
N = A, C, D, F, or 4EtC. The sequences within the gray boxes indicate
the local contexts in which OG was oxidized.
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All duplexes studied showed the expected native-gel shifts and
thermal melting temperatures to justify the 37.0 °C reaction
temperature utilized (Supporting Information S2 and S3).
Oxidation products were monitored to determine how

reaction context, in particular base pairing, affects the
partitioning of the common intermediate, 5-HO-OG, to Sp
and Gh. Reaction product quantification in nucleoside,
nucleotide, and ssODN contexts was achieved by HPLC anal-
ysis following previously established protocols in which
nucleoside product peaks were integrated and then normalized
through their reported extinction coefficients for compar-
ison.55,58,67 In the dsODN reactions, a method was developed
that required dsODNs with strands of different length; this
allowed purification of one strand from the other using
denaturing HPLC conditions, and subsequent analysis of the
purified OG/Sp/Gh-containing single strands (18-mers)
following a previous HPLC protocol (Supporting Information).
In the ODN contexts, the 18-mer extinction coefficient was
used to quantify peaks, with the assumption that OG oxidation
products do not significantly affect this value (Supporting
Information S4−S6). For all ODN reactions, piperidine
cleavage controls were conducted and analyzed by poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), to ensure that the
products observed were a result of OG oxidation (Supporting
Information S7). We observed only oxidation at the OG site
under the reported reaction conditions, which is consistent with
previous reports from our laboratory.68 Oxidation studies were
conducted following literature procedures in which ONOO-
CO2

− was generated in situ (5.0 equiv of SIN-1 for ODN, and
2.0 equiv for nucleoside and nucleotide contexts, all in the
presence of 25.0 mM NaHCO3), and the one-electron oxidant
Na2IrCl6 was delivered in three aliquots once every 5 min into
the reaction mixture (total oxidant delivered was 10.0 equiv for
ODN studies, and 2.0 equiv for nucleoside and nucleotide
studies).49,55,69 Buffers utilized in these studies included acetate,
phosphate, and borate, depending upon the pH desired. In
contrast to Tris buffer, none of these materials form base
adducts during the oxidation of OG.61

2. Products Observed from Each OG Structural
Context. All reactions were conducted at 37.0 °C in 20.0
mM buffer (pH 4.0−8.5) with 100 mM NaCl, and triplicate
trials were conducted to obtain suitable error bars (error = one
standard deviation). Upon oxidation of nucleoside OG with
ONOOCO2

−-derived CO3
•−/•NO2 or Na2IrCl6, Sp was

formed in >95% yield (Figure 3), similar to previous
reports.49,55 Next, oxidation of 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxygua-
nosine triphosphate (OGTP) with Na2IrCl6 or ONOOCO2

−

furnished Sp and Gh in a ratio of 5.5:1 (Figure 3). When OG
was oxidized in an ssODN (5′-COT-3′ sequence) context with
either oxidant, the relative yields of Sp and Gh were in an
approximately 1:1 ratio (Figure 3). However, oxidation of OG
in dsODNs (5′-COT-3′ sequence) with various base-pairing
partners led to changes in the Sp:Gh product ratios in which
greater amounts of Gh were observed for more stable duplexes.
In the end, the OG·C base-pairing context, upon oxidation with
either oxidant system, led to Gh as the only detectable product
(Figure 3). To further confirm the HPLC data, representative
reactions were analyzed by mass spectrometry, which gave the
anticipated masses for OG, Sp, and Gh at ∼75% conversion
(10.0 equiv Na2IrCl6, Supporting Information S8). It must be
noted that at 100% conversion (20.0 equiv of Na2IrCl6),
oxidation of OG-containing ODNs gave additional products
that are all best explained by over-oxidation of Gh (Supporting

Information S9).58,70 Similar product distributions were
observed in each reaction context utilizing the transition-
metal oxidant K3Fe(CN)6 as well as photochemically generated
SO4

•− (Supporting Information S10).
3. Product Distribution Dependence on pH. Because

the protonation state of 5-HO-OG appears to determine its
partitioning between the two hydantoins, studies of the
effective pKa of 5-HO-OG in each structural context provide
information about the microenvironment in which oxidation
occurs. The pH dependency of Sp and Gh yields within each
structural context was evaluated and then fitted to the
Henderson−Hasselbalch equation (Figure 4). Effective pKa

values increased in the order OG < OGTP < ssOG ∼ OG·F <
OG·A < OG·C, giving the values 5.7, 6.0, 7.0, 7.0, 7.2, and 7.7,
respecttively. For clarity the OG·F data are not shown because
they overlap with the ssOG data (see Supporting Information
S11). For the OGTP data, the experimental data showed a non-
ideal fit to the model, which likely results from the fact that the
triphosphate group is also titratable at pH ∼6.7.71 At higher pH
values (8.5−9.0), the OG·A and OG·C duplexes showed an
additional inflection point (not shown) that likely reflects the

Figure 3. Context effects on OG oxidation product distributions
observed with the oxidants Na2IrCl6 (Ir(IV)) and ONOOCO2

−

(CO3
•−). Each reaction was conducted as described in the text to

give ∼75% for Na2IrCl6 reactions, and ∼10% for ONOOCO2
−

reactions. Product yields were estimated by integration of peak areas
that were normalized by their molar extinction coefficients, and
triplicate trials were conducted to obtain suitable errors.

Figure 4. pH dependency of Sp and Gh yields within each structural
context studied: nucleoside OG (black circles), OGTP (red squares),
ssOG (aqua triangles), OG·A (dark green squares), and OG·C (dark
blue diamonds). Solid lines represent fitting to the Henderson−
Hasselbalch equation. Error in the data, ∼5%.
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pKa of OG at ∼8.6.72 In this pH range, one expects that
deprotonated OG disrupts base pairing and base stacking,
leading to the Sp oxidation product as observed for the
nucleoside and ssDNA.
4. Sequence Effect on OG Oxidation Products. In

genomic DNA, OG could exist in 16 different sequence
contexts, and it is possible that neighboring bases could
influence the product distributions. In the study above, OG was
flanked by two pyrimidines (5′-COT-3′, Figure 2); therefore, to
minimize the number of reactions to evaluate, we chose to
study OG flanked by two purines (5′-GOA-3′, Figure 5). These

two sequence contexts provide two possible extremes in base
stacking. Na2IrCl6-derived product distributions did not show a
strong sequence dependency in ssODNs or in the OG·F and
OG·A dsODN sequence contexts (Figure 5). However, the
OG·C base-pairing context did yield a minor sequence effect on
the products. The 5′-COT-3′ context led to exclusive formation
of Gh, while the 5′-GOA-3′ context yield included Gh and Sp
in a 19:1 ratio, respectively (Figure 5). Nevertheless, we
conclude that sequence plays a minor role in determining OG
oxidation product distributions.
5. Temperature and Charge Effects on OG Oxidation

Products in ODNs. OG oxidations initiated with Na2IrCl6
were conducted to gain insight into why Sp was the major
nucleoside product and Gh was the major dsODN oxidation
product. The transition-metal oxidant Na2IrCl6 was selected
because of its water solubility, ease of use, and specificity for
oxidation of OG in ODNs.68,73 Moreover, ONOOCO2

− and
Na2IrCl6 appear to yield similar product distributions,
suggesting a similar mechanism (Figure 3); therefore, the
following data may also be indicative of products derived from
ONOOCO2

− oxidation of OG in the contexts studied.
Nucleoside OG oxidations yielded ∼95% Sp, whereas, ssOG

oxidations yield Sp and Gh in a roughly a 1:1 ratio (Figure 3).
Possible explanations for the increased yield of Gh in ssODNs
require understanding how the ODN context affects the
common hydantoin intermediate, 5-HO-OG. Context effects
that are not observed in the nucleoside include (1) steric effects
from adjacent bases (i.e., base stacking)74 and (2) electrostatics,
due to the anionic sugar−phosphate backbone in ODNs.75 To
study the base-stacking influence on OG oxidation products,
reactions were conducted at 4.0 °C. The decreased temperature
increases base stacking around OG in ssODNs;76 thus, an
increase in the amount of Gh should be observed, while there
should be no effect on nucleoside reactions. Indeed reactions at
4.0 °C had no effect on nucleoside OG, while the ssODN

context yielded more Gh (75 ± 5%) at 4.0 °C than at 37.0 °C
(Gh = 50 ± 5%, Supporting Information S12). These
observations support the hypothesis that base stacking in
ODNs has an influence on the partitioning of 5-HO-OG to the
hydantoins in which the ODN context favors the less sterically
demanding product, Gh.
In the proposed oxidation pathway of OG to the hydantoins,

one intermediate has been spectroscopically observed, 5-HO-
OG, with the experimentally derived pKa on the N1 nitrogen of
∼5.8 (previous study) and ∼5.7 (current study; from this point
forward we used the previous value).49,63 It was proposed that
titration of the N1 proton explains the strong pH dependence
in Sp and Gh yield in which low pH (<5.8) favors Gh and
higher reaction pH favors Sp (>5.8).49,62 We hypothesized that
the anionic sugar−phosphate backbone in ODNs could
influence the acid/base chemistry of 5-HO-OG, thus
modulating the product distribution of Sp and Gh. A similar
effect has been described for the oxidation of G in dsODNs
with an anthraquinone photooxidant.75 In an attempt to
eliminate the base-stacking effect while observing the electro-
static effect that the anionic sugar−phosphate backbone has on
partitioning of 5-HO-OG, oxidation of OGTP was conducted.
In the OGTP oxidation reaction, both Gh and Sp were
observed in a 1:5.5 ratio (Figure 3). A higher yield of Gh was
observed in the OGTP reaction (Gh yield = 15% ± 3%) than
the nucleoside OG reaction (Gh yield < 5%), supporting the
hypothesis that the anionic sugar−phosphate backbone,
through electrostatics, has an influence on the partitioning of
5-HO-OG to the hydantoins. These data allow the following
conclusions to be made: (1) Base stacking in ODNs favors the
less sterically demanding product, Gh. (2) The anionic sugar−
phosphate backbone influences 5-HO-OG through an electro-
static effect, allowing more 5-HO-OG to partition toward the
Gh pathway. Indeed, it is tempting to propose that these effects
combine to give the measured change in effective pKa of 5-HO-
OG (Figure 4), thus causing the observed modulation in
product distribution.

6. Base-Pairing Effect on OG Oxidation Products.
Comparison of OG oxidation in ssODNs vs dsODNs opposite
an abasic site (OG·F duplex) aids our understanding of how the
duplex context influences the reaction distribution without
added base-pairing effects. Oxidation of the OG·F duplex led to
an Sp to Gh ratio of 1:1.5, whereas in ssODN contexts, the Sp
to Gh ratio was 1:1 (Figures 3 and 4). Thus, more Gh was
observed in the dsODN context than the ssODN context.
These data further support the conclusion that base stacking
drives the common intermediate 5-HO-OG toward the Gh
pathway, because the dsODN context is better stacked than the
ssODN context.74,77 However, it cannot be ruled out that
electrostatics also influenced the partitioning of 5-HO-OG to
Gh in dsODNs when compared to ssODN contexts.
In the dsODN contexts, OG forms well-defined base pairs

with A and C, with OG having the opposite orientation, syn vs
anti, about the glycosidic bond between the two base pairs
(Figure 1).41,42 Because structural data on the OG·F context
have not been determined, it was assumed that this OG exists
primarily in the syn conformation, due to the steric clash
between the C8 oxo group and the C4′ oxygen of the same
nucleotide.41,78,79 Comparison between the OG·F context and
OG·A base pair (5′-COT-3′ context, syn OG) provides details
about how hydrogen-bonding affects the product distribution.
Oxidation of an OG·A base pair yields an Sp-to-Gh ratio of
approximately 1:3, which is more Gh (∼15%) than observed

Figure 5. Effect of sequence context on OG oxidation product
distributions in each ODN context studied.
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with the OG·F context (Figure 3). This observation likely
results from the increased stability, or less dynamic nature,80,81

of an OG·A base-paired duplex (Tm = 53.6 °C) relative to the
OG·F context (Tm = 46.0 °C, Supporting Information S3). In
conclusion, the dsODN’s stability influences hydantoin
products, favoring Gh in less dynamic base-stacked contexts,
while the yield of Sp increases in less stable or more dynamic
contexts.
Oxidation of an OG·C base pair in the sequence context 5′-

COT-3′ gave predominantly the Gh product (Figure 3). This
observation has previously been reported,60,61 but the
interesting contrast was the observation that oxidation of an
OG·A base pair, in the same sequence context, gave a different
result in which the Sp-to-Gh yield ratio was 1:3 (Figure 3).
Therefore, the question was raised: What are the critical factors
between these two dominant OG base-pairing schemes that
alter the oxidation product distribution? Differences between
the OG·C and the OG·A base pair include (1) glycosidic bond
orientation (OG(anti)·C(anti) vs OG(syn)·A(anti), Figure 1),
resulting in the N1 hydrogen placed within the base pair vs
exposed in the major groove;41−43 (2) the number of base-pair
hydrogen bonds (OG·C = 3, and OG·A = 2, Figure 1);41−43 and
(3) the duplex stability resulting from the previous two parameters
(OG·C Tm = 56.8 °C; OG·A Tm = 53.6 °C, Supporting
Information S3).82 Next, reactions were conducted to determine if
any or all of these base-pair differences were the causative factor(s)
in the observed oxidation product distributions.
As a first step, the duplex containing an OG·A base pair was

stabilized by decreasing the reaction temperature to 4.0 °C;
however, this procedure did not result in a significant effect on
the product distribution (Supporting Information S12). From
these data, we conclude that the oxidation product, Sp,
observed from an OG·A base pair, does not result from
decreased duplex stability alone. To confirm the importance of
the OG base-pairing partner, temperature-dependent studies
were conducted with both OG·A (Tm = 53.6 °C) and OG·C
(Tm = 56.8 °C) base-pairing contexts at higher temperatures,
45.0 and 55.0 °C. For both base-pairing contexts, the amount of
Sp increased with increasing temperature (Supporting
Information S12), as expected.
In a second step, to evaluate hydrogen bond strength in each

base pair was important in establishing the product distribution;
studies were conducted with analogues of A and C that
modulate the hydrogen-bonding. Diaminopurine (D), an
analogue of A, was selected to increase the number of hydrogen
bonds in an OG·A base pair from two to three (Figure 6),
providing the OG·D base pair. N4-Ethyl-C, an analogue of C,
was selected to decrease the hydrogen bond strength in an
OG·C base pair, providing the OG·4EtC base pair (Figure 6).
Both hydrogen-bonding modulators, D and 4EtC, have
previously been shown to cause the anticipated hydrogen-

bond effects with their typical hydrogen-bonding partners (T·D
and G·4EtC, respectively).83,84 Tm studies were conducted to
analyze the hydrogen-bond effects, and it was found that the
OG·D duplex Tm was ∼4 °C higher than that of the analogous
duplex containing OG·A, supporting the proposed increased
hydrogen-bonding. Also in accord with predictions, the
OG·4EtC duplex had a Tm that was ∼6 °C lower than that of
the OG·C duplex, supporting decreased hydrogen bond
strength (Supporting Information S3).
Oxidation of an OG·4EtC base pair in dsDNA yields both Sp

and Gh in a 1:9 ratio, representing an increase in the amount of
Sp as predicted based on the destabilization of the OG·C base
pair through introduction of the N4-ethyl group (Figure 7).

However, this amount of Sp was less than that observed from
the more stable OG·A base pair. This observation suggests that
base-pair stability via hydrogen-bonding plays a role in driving
the oxidation of an OG·C base pair to Gh, but it is not the only
factor. For example, the N4-ethyl group on 4EtC affects the base
pair by altering the local hydration state;84 because H2O is a
reaction partner with OG leading to the hydantoins,62 this
altered hydration state cannot be ruled out as the causative
factor, instead of the decreased hydrogen-bonding. When the
three-hydrogen-bond OG·A base pair analogue OG·D was
oxidized, the yields of Sp and Gh were similar to those observed
from the OG·A base pair (Figures 3 and 7). In addition, an
interstrand cross-link (∼15% yield) was observed in both the
denaturing HPLC and denaturing PAGE (Supporting In-
formation S13). Attempts to study this cross-link were
unsuccessful, due to its instability, so further studies on this
new product were not pursued. Also, it should be pointed out
that there is not a known biological relevance for this base pair.
These observations rule out hydrogen-bonding as the exclusive
reason why an OG·A base pair yields Sp and Gh, and the OG·C
base pair yields only Gh.

7. Structural Context Effect on the Relative Reactivity
of OG toward Oxidation. The relative reactivities of each OG

Figure 6. Proposed base-pairing schemes for the OG·4EtC and OG·D base pairs. These modified base pairs are compared to their native OG base
pairs with respect to structure and relative Tm.

Figure 7. Hydrogen-bonding effect on OG oxidation product
distributions.
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context toward oxidation by the diffusible one-electron oxidants
K3Fe(CN)6, K2IrBr6, and Na2IrCl6, or the SIN-1 generated
ONOOCO2

− that yields CO3
•−/•NO2 oxidants, were ranked

by using a series of competition assays. Reaction progress was
monitored by gel-based assays with dsODN contexts and by
HPLC-based assays with ssODN and nucleoside contexts.
These studies were conducted with the ODN sequences shown
in Figure 8, in which each OG structural context is represented

while maintaining the same sequence context around OG. Each
dsODN provided the expected native-gel shift and had a Tm
value much greater than the 37.0 °C reaction temperature
(Supporting Information S14). ODN1 allowed the ranking of
base-paired OG relative reactivities toward oxidation without
the complication of charge transport between the two OG sites,
because the three-base CCC bulge has previously been shown
to diminish electron transfer.85 ODN2 compared base-paired
OG to the OG·F context. ODN3 allowed the ranking of base-
paired OG relative to single-stranded OG; in this strand two
pyrimidine residues were placed between the ssOG and the
dsODN part of the strand to ensure no electron transfer
occurred.86 ODN4 provided a single-stranded OG context to
compare against nucleoside OG. The uracil (U) base placed
between each OG in these sequences was used to ensure that
the products remained the same when oxidations were
conducted in ODNs with two OGs vs ODNs with one OG,
as indeed was the case (Supporting Information S15).
The ODN studies were conducted by 32P-radiolabeling of

the 5′-end of the OG-containing ODN; because this method of
analysis was conducted following strand breaks by gel
electrophoresis, care was taken to design each sequence such
that the most reactive OG context was placed on the 3′ end so
that its reactivity would not be overestimated. After the
reactions were conducted under single-hit conditions (<30%
conversion), the extent of reaction was monitored by following
hot piperidine-induced strand breaks at the hydantoins. To
overcome the questionable piperidine lability of OG,73,87−89

while ensuring high strand scission at the hydantoin lesions,60,90

the cleavage reactions were conducted with 250 mM
β-mercaptoethanol in 1.0 M piperidine for 2.0 h at 90.0 °C.
These conditions quench any unwanted OG strand scission,
while providing high cleavage at both Sp and Gh sites
(Supporting Information S16).
Ranking of the relative reactivity between single-stranded and

nucleoside OG contexts was achieved by direct HPLC analysis.
The nucleoside oxidation was followed by reversed-phase
HPLC, and the ssDNA reactivity was quantified by ion-
exchange HPLC following the previously described method.
Next, uric acid was competed against OG for oxidant, to make a

comparison to a known redox-active purine present in vivo.
These reactions were monitored by HPLC (Supporting
Information S17−21).
Table 1 provides the relative reactivity data for OG toward

oxidation with the diffusible one-electron oxidants Na2IrCl6,

K2IrBr6, and K3Fe(CN)6, and ONOOCO2
−. These data were

ranked from the least reactive OG context, the OG·C base pair,
to the most reactive context, nucleoside OG. The results for
SIN-1/HCO3

− (ONOOCO2
−) oxidations provided similar

reactivity rankings for the OG·A and OG·C base pairs. To
control for piperidine cleavage errors, the bases opposite OG in
the complementary strand were flipped so that the OG base
pairs were on opposite sides of the duplex, and again the OG·A
and OG·C base pairs gave similar reactivities. The OG·F
context was 10 times more reactive than base-paired OG,
followed by single-stranded OG being 60 times more reactive,
nucleoside OG 300-times more reactive, and uric acid being
3900 times more reactive than an OG·C base pair (Table 1).
The diffusible transition-metal one-electron oxidants

Na2IrCl6 (0.9 V), K2IrBr6 (0.8 V), and K3Fe(CN)6 (0.4 V, all
vs NHE)68 provided reactivity data that are dependent on the
one-electron redox potential of the oxidant; stronger oxidants
had lower reactivity differences than the weaker oxidants. The
OG·C and OG·A base pairs show a difference in their reactivity
toward oxidation; the OG·A base pair is 2.2−2.7 times more
reactive toward oxidation than the OG·C base pair (Table 1).
The relative reactivity of an OG·F context was 1−2 orders of
magnitude higher than for an OG·C base pair, which was
oxidant dependent. A similar increase in reactivity was also
observed for single-stranded OG compared to an OG·C base
pair. Next, nucleoside OG’s relative reactivity, compared to the
OG·C base pair, was highly oxidant dependent with the Ir(IV)
complexes, and showed greater than 2 orders of magnitude
increased reactivity with nucleoside OG. Furthermore, the
K3Fe(CN)6 reaction gave a difference that was too large to
measure; therefore, a lower limit was reported using the K2IrBr6
as the limiting value. Finally, the relative reactivity of OG was
compared to uric acid. In these studies, it was found that uric
acid was almost 1 order of magnitude more reactive than
nucleoside OG, and 3−5 orders of magnitude more reactive
than an OG·C base pair (Table 1).

■ DISCUSSION
Many studies have provided insight into structural context
effects on guanine oxidation products, particularly in the
pattern between Iz/Z, Fapy·G, and OG reaction channels for
which Iz/Z are the major nucleoside products, and Fapy·G/OG

Figure 8. ODN sequences studied to evaluate the context effect on the
relative reactivity of OG toward oxidation. The gray highlighted
regions show the sequence context in which the OG resides.

Table 1. Relative Reactivities for Each OG Context with
Various Oxidants

oxidanta uric acid OG ssOG OG·F OG·A OG·C

ONOOCO2
− 3900 300 60 10 1 1

Na2IrCl6 2800 400 13 11 2.3 1
K2IrBr6 1.8 × 104 1500 30 23 2.2 1
K3Fe(CN)6 >1.9 × 105 >6000 125 120 2.7 1

aAll competition reactions were conducted at a 10.0 μM OG
concentration in 20.0 mM NaPi (pH 7.0) with 100 mM NaCl at
37.0 °C. For each competition, enough oxidant was added to effect
∼20−30% conversion to product, and triplicate trials were conducted
to obtain errors of ∼5% of each value, which are reported in the
Supporting Information S17−21.
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are major dsODN products.24−26 Furthermore, OG is the
major product observed under aerobic oxidizing conditions,
and consequently, its concentration provides a major biomarker
of oxidative stress in vivo.34,35 The work reported here
addresses the question of OG reactivity and product outcome
as a function of structural context, for which cellular OG can
reside in the nucleotide pool, in single-stranded DNA (i.e.,
replication forks and transcription bubbles), and in double-
stranded DNA, particularly base-paired with C or A, but also
transiently opposite an abasic site when an OG·A base pair is
repaired by MUTYH.44 The oxidation chemistry of OG is
orders of magnitude more facile than that observed with G due
to its ∼600 mV lower redox potential,48 leading to the two
hydantoin products upon oxidation with myriad oxi-
dants.49,51,54,55 Both Sp and Gh are known to display high
mutagenic potential due to polymerase stops and misinsertion
of G or A opposite the lesions, which occur to varying extents
depending on the lesion and sequence context.64,67,91−93 The
hydantoins are excellent substrates for the NEIL base excision
repair enzymes,65,93−95 and again the efficiency of repair
depends on the hydantoin structure, Sp1 vs Sp2 vs Gh, as well
as on the surrounding sequence and structural context; e.g., Gh
is a substrate for hNEIL1 in ssDNA and in bulge and bubble
structures, while Sp is not.96 Basal levels of Gh and Sp were
recently detected in mouse liver DNA where the hydantoin
levels were roughly 100-fold lower than OG, and in accord with
our findings, Gh levels (∼5 in 108 nt) were found to be
somewhat higher than Sp.8 In a mouse model of inflammation-
induced colon cancer, cellular levels of Sp were modestly
correlated with progression of the disease.8 These reports
underscore the need to understand the chemical mechanism of
Gh and Sp formation in genomic DNA.
In the present work, we investigated the influence of the

structural context surrounding OG on both the reactivity and
product outcome of oxidation by one-electron oxidants. The
first step of the oxidation process involves interaction of the
oxidant with the DNA strand, either directly at the site of the
OG base, or removal of an electron at a distant site, followed by
hole transfer to OG. The present work was not focused on hole
transfer chemistry within the helix, but rather on the innate
reactivity of OG in different settingsnucleoside, oligonucleo-
tide, base-paired, etc. Three diffusible one-electron oxidants
were chosen, each having a different redox potential: K3Fe-
(CN)6 (0.4 V), K2IrBr6 (0.8 V), and Na2IrCl6 (0.9 V, all vs
NHE).68 The relative rates were determined by conducting a
series of competition assays between different OG contexts in
which the ranking of relative reactivity toward oxidation was
OG nucleoside ≫ ssOG > OG·F > OG·A > OG·C (Table 1).
The only exception to this trend was oxidation by
ONOOCO2

−, in which the OG·A and OG·C base pairs
showed nearly equal reactivity, which results from the large
difference in redox potential between OG and the CO3

•− (1.69 V)
and •NO2 (1.04 V),50,51 thereby minimizing any difference in
the observed reactivity between the two base-paired OG
contexts. These competition studies found that, as the redox
potential of the oxidant decreased, the magnitude of the
difference in OG’s relative reactivity increased; that is to say,
the biggest differences were found in the most reactive OG
context, the nucleoside, compared to the least reactive context,
OG·C base pair, and this was observed with the weakest
oxidant, K3Fe(CN)6. During the review of this manuscript, it
was pointed out that back-electron transfer between the
reduced oxidant and OG•+ might occur. Interestingly, studies

with titrated K4Fe(CN)6 (FeII) into nucleoside reactions did
indeed quench the reaction, supporting back-electron transfer
(Supporting Information S23). However, the concentration of FeII

from spent oxidant is low. Furthermore, uric acid, an established
redox-active purine,97 displayed the highest reactivity toward
oxidation, which is supported by the lower redox potential of uric
acid (0.59 V)97 compared to that of OG nucleoside (0.74 V).48

From these relative reactivity data, a few conclusions can be
drawn. First, in the base-paired OG contexts, the OG·A base
pair is ∼2.5 times more reactive toward oxidation than an
OG·C base pair (Table 1). This base-pair difference was
observed with the diffusible transition-metal oxidants, which
initiate oxidation by coming into the vicinity of OG; therefore,
oxidation at the base-paired OG allows a relative measure of
solvent exposure between the OG·A and OG·C base pairs.
These data suggest that when OG is base-paired to A it
“breathes” into the major groove ∼2.5 times more often than
when C is the base-pairing partner. Previously, Johnston et al.
came to a similar conclusion for oxidation of G in dsODNs in
various base-pairing contexts in which they observed a G·A
mismatch being ∼16 times more reactive than a G·C base pair,
for which they posed base dynamics as the best explanation.98

Our observed difference between OG base pairs should be less
than those observed with G base pairs, as indeed it is, because
the ΔTm between OG·C and OG·A base pairs (ΔTm = −1.7 °C)
is smaller than the difference between G·C and G·A pairs
(ΔTm = −7.8 °C).99 Furthermore, another refinement on the
base-pairing effect on relative reactivity may include an Eox
difference for OG between the base pairs, which has not been
measured for the OG·C or OG·A base pairs but has been
described for other OG base pairs.100 In line with the trend that
solvent accessibility increases reactivity, the OG·F context is
more reactive than either base-paired OG context, and the
single-stranded context, being the most solvent exposed of the
ODN substrates, was even more reactive toward oxidation
(Table 1). These data parallel the findings of Lee et al., who
showed that abasic sites adjacent to guanine increase the
reactivity of GG sequences toward oxidation.101 Finally, uric
acid was ∼3−5 orders of magnitude more reactive than an
OG·C base pair, which is consistent with both solvent
accessibility and a lower redox potential.
Electron transfer to the oxidant results in formation of OG+•,

which subsequently undergoes loss of protons and another
electron as well as addition of a water molecule to form the
observed intermediate 5-OH-OG (Scheme 2). The timing of
these events, all expected to be rapid, has been explored
computationally.62 That H2O is the source of the hydroxyl
group in 5-OH-OG was previously shown by isotopic
labeling.55 In addition, the structure of 5-OH-OG was
confirmed by a low-temperature NMR study.63

Although loss of one electron from OG is thought to be the
rate-limiting step, the reactions of 5-OH-OG represent the
product-determining steps.62 Previous studies have shown that
Sp is the preferred product observed in nucleosides at pH > 5.8,
whereas Gh is preferred at pH < 5.8 and in the OG·C base-
pairing context.49,58,60,61 The intermediate 5-HO-OG is a weak
acid with pKa ≈ 5.8 for the N1 proton,49 which we reproduced
in this study (pKa ≈ 5.7, Figure 4). As a consequence, the
protonation state of 5-HO-OG is proposed to partition this
intermediate along the two different hydantoin pathways:62

protonation of N1 of 5-HO-OG facilitates an acid-catalyzed
amide-bond hydrolysis reaction leading to Gh after decarbox-
ylation and tautomerization, while the neutral 5-OH-OG
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follows a thermodynamically preferred pathway to Sp via a 1,2-
acyl migration mechanism (Scheme 2).62

In this study, the partitioning of the intermediate to Sp and
Gh products was evaluated as a function of structural context of
the OG base. Surrounding sequence effects were found to be
minor, although we previously showed that a 3′ G stacked next
to OG in a duplex led to an ∼2.5-fold higher reactivity toward
one-electron oxidants, as is the case with 5′-GG-3′ sequences.68
In the present work, we focused on the effects of the base
opposite, which could affect solvent accessibility to OG, as well
as comparisons of monomeric (nucleosides/nucleotides) and
oligomeric structures. With unencumbered contexts, such as
nucleosides and nucleotides, the intermediate 5-HO-OG
partitioned to Sp in a higher yield than Gh, as expected at
neutral pH (Figure 3).49,52,58 In the ssODN context, 5-HO-OG
partitioned to both Sp and Gh in a ratio of about 1:1 (Figures 3
and 4). We hypothesize that base stacking and electrostatics in
ssODN contexts provide the physical drivers to increase the
yield of Gh. Support for this hypothesis comes from the low-
temperature reactions conducted on single-stranded OG, which
increases base stacking, thus favoring the less sterically
demanding product, Gh, in ssODNs.
Furthermore, oxidation of OG in all dsODN contexts led to

Gh as the major product. Electrostatics in ODNs is proposed to
be a second major factor increasing the yield of Gh relative to
Sp. Support for this hypothesis came from the observation that
OGTP furnished more Gh than nucleoside OG (Figure 3),
cases in which steric factors should not apply. The effective pKa
of 5-HO-OG in nucleotide contexts was measured to be ∼0.3
greater than nucleoside contexts (Figure 4). Consequently, the
triphosphate presence increases the basicity of the N1 proton

on 5-HO-OG and slightly increases the Gh yield supporting the
role of electrostatics in hydantoin yields. Electrostatics has
previously been evaluated by Barnett et al. in the oxidation of G
within dsODNs contexts;75 they found that a decrease in
negative charge, through incorporation of a methylphosphonate
backbone, alters the reactivity of G, which is in accord with our
observation that charge plays a role in OG oxidation. Further,
the electrostatics in ssODNs causes an additional increase in
the effective pKa of 5-HO-OG by ∼1.3 compared to nucleoside
OG (Figure 4), which is reflected in the increased Gh yield
within ssOG contexts.
Base-pairing effects on OG oxidation included the observa-

tions that an OG·F context yields Sp and Gh in a 1:2 ratio; the
OG·A base pair yields Sp and Gh in a 1:3 ratio, and Gh (>95%)
was the major product observed from oxidation of an OG·C
base pair (Figures 3 and 4). Previous studies had concluded
that the OG·C base pair yields exclusively Gh upon
oxidation,60,61 so the OG·A result was initially surprising.
Because no structural data exist for the OG·F duplex, the
following discussion will focus on the OG·A and OG·C base
pairs, for which structural data are available.41−43 The key
differences between the base pairs of OG with A and C include
(1) base orientation (Figure 1), (2) number of hydrogen bonds
(Figure 1), and (3) thermal stability of the duplex. The studies
conducted in this report have identified the conformation of
OG (syn vs anti) as a second contributing factor beyond base
stacking in determining the product distribution. Support for
this conclusion comes from the observation that the hydrogen-
bonding modulators, D and 4EtC, had little effect on product
distribution (Figure 6). Also, increasing duplex stability on the
OG·A base pair, by dropping the reaction temperature, had no
effect on product distribution for this base pair (Supporting
Information S12). However, reactions conducted at temper-
atures near the Tm increased the Sp yield, presumably because
the oligomers were more dynamic and approached the
structure of an ssDNA strand. Taken together, these
observations suggest that the orientation of 5-HO-OG and
the presence of a base opposite may have an influence on the
oxidation products, arguments for which are detailed below.
As previously stated, the intermediate 5-HO-OG is a weak

acid, and its protonation state at the N1 nitrogen helps dictate
the partitioning to either Sp or Gh. This study further high-
lights a base-pairing effect on the partitioning to either Sp
or Gh that cannot be ascribed to base dynamics alone.
Therefore, we propose the following mechanism to describe
this base-pairing effect. In the OG·C base pair, OG is in the anti
conformation, which has the N1 proton involved in Watson−
Crick base-pairing to C, whereas, syn OG in the OG·A base pair
positions the N1 proton exposed to solvent in the major
groove. Upon oxidation of these base pairs to the intermediate
5-HO-OG, the base pair with C opposite traps the N1 proton
in a base-pair hydrogen bond, providing a 5-HO-OG(H+)·C
base-pair intermediate (Scheme 3). The trapped proton is set
up to catalyze the amide bond hydrolysis step that initiates
partitioning down the Gh pathway; therefore, Gh is the
dominant product observed. Proton trapping within the
hydrogen bonds of a base pair best describes product distribu-
tions from the oxidation of a G·C base pair as well, which
upon oxidation under aerobic conditions was shown to yield
OG.19,28−32 This observation nicely parallels what we observe
with the oxidation of an OG·C base pair.
In contrast, when 5-HO-OG is base-paired with A, this

proton trapping cannot occur, because the N1 proton is

Scheme 2. Proposed Pathway for pH-Dependent OG
Oxidation To Yield Hydantoins Sp and Gh
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directed into the major groove and can be immediately
transferred to the solvent (Scheme 3); therefore, the product
distribution includes Sp and Gh in a 1:3 ratio, respectively, in
which the distribution is determined by base stacking and
electrostatics in the duplex context, as previously described.
Support for the importance of the N1 proton location in the
OG base pair is highlighted in the effective pKa difference for
these base pairs (Figure 4): effective pKa’s for 5-OH-OG in the
OG·A and OG·C base pairs are 7.2 and 7.7, respectively. This
difference highlights a chemical rationale for the differing
hydantoin yields under similar reaction conditions. As seen in
Figure 4, the microenvironment of N1 of 5-OH-OG can mimic
as much as a 100-fold change in acidity.
Moreover, the nucleus and mitochondrial matrix are

maintained at pH ∼7.2 and 8, respectively,102 which suggests
that more Gh should be observed from genomic DNA oxidations,
while Sp would be observed from damage to the mitochondrial
genome. Furthermore, tumors can display slightly lower
intracellular pH, which would favor the product Gh. Coupling
the observation of the pH dependence in hydantoin yield, and
the variable pH of biological systems, one could predict the
hydantoin responsible for the observed mutation profiles in
various tissues.
In the present studies, the sequence dependence of product

distribution was tested in two extremes in sequence context, 5′-
COT-3′ and 5′-GOA-3′ (Figure 5). From these data, the
sequence context had no effect on ssOG, OG·F, and OG·A base
pairs; however, the OG·C base pair provided a modest
(<5%) amount of Sp formation in the 5′-GOA-3′ sequence
context. This observation indicates that base pairing and
base stacking are more influential on product distribution than
the subtleties of base sequence. Interestingly, Lim et al. have
studied the sequence variation in the reactivity of OG toward
oxidation, and their studies with riboflavin-mediated oxidation

of OG show that the 5′-AOG-3′ is more reactive than the 5′-
COT-3′ sequence.103 This observation highlights additional
features of the complex OG oxidation story, which parallels our
observation with a minor sequence variation in OG·C oxidation
products; however, we note that they did not study the OG·A
base pair, and therefore a direct comparison cannot be made to
the present work.
The biological relevance of these studies is multifold. First,

oxidation of OG in the cell will be focused on the most sol-
vent exposed source of the purine, the nucleotide pool. Because
of the greater concentration of OG in the nucleotide pool
(including OG from RNA oxidation),34,104,105 and the much
higher reactivity of the OG nucleoside/nucleotide, oxidation
of the monomer may serve a protective function for G and
OG in the genome, much as uric acid has been proposed as a
cellular antioxidant.97,106 Second, the higher reactivity of the
OG·A base pair compared to OG·C provides a pathway to
mutagenesis. Oxidation of the OG·C base pair to Gh·C and
subsequent excision of Gh by NEIL1 should lead to accurate
repair because the correct C partner still resides in the strand
opposite the lesion. On the other hand, excision of the lesion
from a Gh·A or Sp·A duplex derived from oxidation of the
more reactive OG·A base pair would ensure mutation since a T
would be inserted by pol β opposite the remaining A during the
repair process. This type of repair-induced mutation is avoided
in the repair of OG because hOGG1 (or bacterial Fpg) does
not accept OG·A duplexes as substrates and instead the
offending A is first removed by MUTYH.44 The NEIL enzymes
that excise Sp and Gh have a much more promiscuous activity
with respect to the base opposite the lesion, and therefore
action on a hydantoin lesion with A opposite leads invariably to
mutation.65,96 There is no known analogue of MUTYH that
removes mis-inserted bases opposite hydantoin lesions.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The lower redox potential of the common guanine-derived
DNA lesion OG renders it extremely susceptible to further
oxidation, leading to the hydantoin products Sp and Gh. These
secondary lesions are at least an order of magnitude more
mutagenic than OG, and thus a thorough understanding of how
the hydantoins are formed is desirable. Although the generally
higher reactivity of nucleoside OG compared to duplex DNA
and the pH sensitivity of the product outcome were previously
known, we report here a complete study of the influence of
structural context of the OG base on both its reactivity and
pathway to products. One-electron oxidants spanning a range
of potentials were chosen for study, including ferricyanide,
hexachloroiridate, and the cellularly relevant peroxynitrosocar-
bonate. Our findings reveal that the reactivity of OG is strongly
governed by solvent accessibility with 3 orders of magnitude
difference between the nucleoside context and base-paired OG
in duplex DNA, suggesting that OG in the nucleotide pool
should act as an antioxidant with respect to OG in the genome.
In duplex DNA, the OG·A mispair is about 2.5 times more
reactive than the OG·C base pair, implying a more facile route
to mutations via secondary oxidation that could occur at OG
after misinsertion of A opposite.
Structural context also plays a dramatic role in determining

which hydantoin product is formed from OG oxidation. The
unstable intermediate 5-HO-OG partitions to Sp or Gh in a
pH-dependent manner in the nucleoside context in which Sp is
the dominant product above pH 6 while Gh predominates in
more acidic environments; in contrast, Gh represents >95% of

Scheme 3. Proposed Pathway for Modulated Hydantoin
Formation When OG Is Oxidized in the OG·C vs OG·A
Base-Pairing Contexts
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the product formed from the OG·C base pair in duplex DNA at
physiological pH.49,52,58,63 The more detailed investigation
described herein suggests two major factors contributing to the
Sp:Gh product ratio: (1) steric effects, in which the less
sterically demanding Gh is formed in more rigid duplex
environments, and (2) electrostatic effects, where the micro-
environment of N1 of the purine base plays a major role in the
product-determining step. Illustrative of the latter, stable base
pairing of OG opposite C in duplex DNA mimics the effect of a
100-fold higher H+ concentration, i.e., an effective local pH that
is 2 units lower than that of the surrounding buffered solution,
conditions that favor formation of Gh. Because DNA processing
enzymes (polymerases, base excision repair glycosylases, and
nucleases) have differing reactivities with the two hydantoins, it is
important to elucidate the context in which these mutagenic
lesions are formed. The present studies highlight the unique
chemical environment of bases in duplex DNA and how it differs
from that of monomeric nucleosides, as well as providing a
profile of where hydantoin lesions are likely to be found in
nucleosides, nucleotides, and oligomers in the cell.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials. All chemicals were obtained from commercially available

sources and used without further purification. Oligodeoxynucleotides
were synthesized by the DNA/Peptide synthesis core facility at the
University of Utah following standard solid-phase synthetic protocols
and using commercially available phosphoramidites (Glen Research,
Sterling, VA).
Oligodeoxynucleotide Preparation. All ODN strands were

cleaved, deprotected, and purified following previously described
protocols.99 Mass spectrometry and Tm analysis were conducted
following previously described protocols with the full details of all
procedures outlined in the Supporting Information.99 Formation of
dsODNs was conducted in a 300-μL sample by mixing 10.0 μM OG-
containing strand with 12.5 μM complementary strand. Annealing
occurred upon heating the sample to 90.0 °C in a water bathand then
holding the temperature constant for 5 min, followed by slowly
cooling the water bath to room temperature over 3 h.
Oxidation Reactions. All reactions were conducted in a 50-μL

reaction volume that contained 10.0 μM OG, 20.0 mM buffer (pH
4.0−8.0), and 100.0 mM NaCl. The reactions were thermally
equilibrated for 30 min at the desired temperature (4.0, 37.0, 45.0,
or 55.0 °C) before the reaction was initiated. The oxidant
concentrations and conditions were as follows. Na2IrCl6 and K2IrBr6
were titrated into the reaction in three aliquots delivered every 5 min
to a final concentration of 100.0 μM, and then after 30.0 min the
reaction was quenched with 500 μM EDTA (pH 8.0). K3Fe(CN)6 was
also titrated in three aliquots delivered every 5.0 min to a final
concentration of 1−10 mM; after 30.0 min, the reaction was quenched
with 1−10 mM ascorbate. ONOOCO2

− was generated in situ by
thermal decomposition (37.0 °C) of 100.0 μM SIN-1 over 3.0 h with
25.0 mM NaHCO3 (pH 7.0) present. Details of the gel-based and
HPLC-based methods for conducting the analyses have previously
been described, with the full details outlined in the Supporting
Information.56,67

Abbreviations. 4EtC, N4-ethylcytosine; 5-OH-OG, 5-hydroxy-8-
oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine; D, 2,6-diaminopurine; dsODN, double-stranded
oligodeoxynucleotide; F, tetrahydrofuran abasic site analogue; Fapy·G,
2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formamidoguanine; Gh, 5-guanidinohydantoin;
Iz, 2,5-diaminoimidazolone; O and OG, 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanine;
dOGTP, 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-2′-deoxyguanosine 5′-triphosphate; PAGE,
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis; RNS, reactive nitrogen species;
ROS, reactive oxygen species; SIN-1, 3-morpholinosydnonimine; Sp,
spiroiminodihydantoin; ssODN, single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotide;
Tm, melting temperature; Z, 2,2,4-triamino-2H-oxazol-5-one.
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